Welcome to the adventure parc at Kletterwald Haltern.
We hope you enjoy climbing our parcours!

General Terms and Conditions and Important Safety Rules of Kletterwald Haltern

Kletterwald Haltern | Hullerner Str 109 | 45721 Haltern am See

Tree-Emotion GbR

Please notify our General Terms and Conditions (GTC) beneath.
Please write in CAPITAL LETTERS:

1.

The general terms and conditions and important safety rules (GTC/ISR) apply to any contact concluded between all parti cipants and the TreeEmotion GbR. All Participants must have read it before starting the adventure and must fill in truthfully
their personal details. Signing this form they confirm to have read, understood and given their fully declaration of consent.

Adult: ((Please fill in even if you don`t climb)

Kinder:

2.

_______________________________________
Full name

_________________________________________
Full name, Age, Child 1

Parents and persons with legal responsibility/in custody must have read it together with child(ren) in care and explained it
carefully. Signing the GTC/ISR they give their confirmation. Minors without supervising adult need the declaration of consent
signed by their parents/Person in responsibility before entering the Kletterwald.

3.

_______________________________________
Street, No.

_________________________________________
Full name, Age, Child 2

Taking part in this activity will involve a certain risk and danger. We are liable according to the current regulations for physical
injuries. Therefore we have a business liability insurance. In the event of an accident caused by NOT complying with the
GTC/IRS TreeEmotion will not be liable. Participants are responsible for the safe storage of their valuables. Using the paths
in Kletterwald Haltern is out of our liability.

4.

_______________________________________
Postcode, City, Country

_________________________________________
Full name, Age, Child 3

Restriction of participation
Any person not suffering of heart disease, asthma, epilepsy, or any other physical or mental illness which may cause a
danger for himself or any other person is allowed to participate in our activities. If you are pregnant you are not allowed to
climb (protection of the unborn child). Persons under the influence of alcohol or drugs are restricted from climbing.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
You or your child(ren) suffer of heart trouble, asthma, epilepsy, trouble with your back, any other physical or mental restriction leading to a higher risk for your own health or of any other person? Please write
down here:
___________________________________________________________________________________
If you are not sure you can undertake the climbing adventure, please seek advice from your doctor!
Declaration of Consent by parents/ person with legal responsibility of minors



Child 5 to 7 years (kids parcours only)



My kid can climb on the 3 kids parcours, supervised by an adult on the ground. One adult can
supervise up to 8 children. In special group programs children are acompanied by a skilled trainer.
Child 8 to 12 years

Child 13 to 17 years
My kid is allowed to climb on his/her own in groups of 2-3 persons.

I declare my consent to the general terms and conditions, which I have read, and understood.

Kids parcours can only be climbed by kids 5 to 9 years. They must be supervised by an adult from the ground.

Minimum height: 1,30m (except kids parcours)
Minors under 13 must be supervised by an adult co-climbing on the courses. It needs the declaration of consent with
the name of the person supervising, the parents/ person responsible and the minor. One adult can supervise up to 3
minors.
Schools and other groups need the agreement of participation without the company of a climbing adult signed by the
parents/person responsible. In this case it needs the escort of a supervising adult/teacher/team leader.

At least two persons must climb together all the time in order to give help to the partner.
Any mobile devices which can cause a danger for the participant or by falling down for other persons are not allowed during
climbing the course. Cameras, mobile phones, backpacks, jewelry etc. must be removed before starting. Long hair must be
tied up. Participants and visitors must stay on the paths, must keep off the marked safety areas. Smoking is forbidden when
wearing the harnesses and throughout the whole park. Breaking with this rules the participant must give back the equipment
immediately.
All decisions and instructions of the operator and its staff must be followed. In case of not doing so the participant will be ex cluded without refunding and stops the responsibility of the operator on any damage due to this circumstance.

7.

Any participant must take part in a safety briefing and climb a special trainings parcours. If the participant does
not feel fit enough for attaching himself on the higher parcours or the skilled trainer considers him not to be able to do so
safely he will be excluded from the participation. He will refund the whole entrance fee. Participants are not allowed to wear
their own equipment (harnesses, helmets, carabiner...). Participants must use the proofed material disposed by the operator.
The safety equipment must be worn all the time climbing and is not transferable to other persons. It is not allowed to leave
the park with the safety equipment.

For Groups only:






Minimum age: 5 years

6.

My kid is supervised by a climbing adult all the time. One adult can supervise up to 3 children.
I declare that my child is allowed to climb on its own, accompanied by skilled trainers during the
whole stay. She/he must not be supervised singularly, not by TreeEmotion GbR nor by the
escorting adult.

Maximum weight: 120 kg


5.

(Participant is under 18 years)
I acknowledge that I and the child(ren) in my care have read and understood the general terms and
conditions.






Participants must return their equipment after 4 hour. Every hour overrunning will be charged with 4 euro. (Does not apply to
group programs.)
Any occurrences with the equipment must be told.
8.

We reserve the right to close the park or single parcours due to safety reasons, such as storm, lightning, fire, darkness,
etc...In those events the participants are roped down by skilled staff. There will be no right of refund the entrance fee.

9.

There is only one participant allowed in the element (crossing from one tree to the next), a maximum of three on one plat form, only one person on the ladders.

10. Participants must be remained attached to the safety system at all times. If not the participant will instantly be re-

quired to leave the parcours.
11. Refunding is possible before completing the first parcours. (The training parcours does not count and not in group pro -

grams).

Date, Signature: _____________ _____________________________

12. The operator has the right to make photos and videos for advertising purposes. Visitors and participants who don`t agree

with this must disclaim. Personal photos for commercial purposes are allowed with the consent of the owner only!

